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Status
 Open

Subject
Option: "Content is parsed like wiki page" leads to unwanted problems

Version
14.x

Category
Usability

Feature
WYSIWYG (What You See is What You Get)

Resolution status
Partially solved

Submitted by
GriessbreiLP

Lastmod by
Philippe Cloutier

Rating
     (0) 

Description
If you uncheck the option:
Content is parsed like wiki page

some features of the tiki wiki will not work anymore.

Our case:
We have many code examples where we, for example, have arrays like you have them in javascript
with square brackets. ["array"]

When wiki syntax is parsed, the square brackets are interpreted as a wiki link, which is not the case.

The solution:
we solved the problem with the option "Content is parsed like wiki page". We unchecked it, so wiki
syntax is not interpreted.

Side effect:
Now, if we try to insert an image from the file gallery, tiki wiki inserts it as a wiki image with the
wiki syntax. That won't work, obviously.

Another feature that won't work anymore is the codemirror plugin. The plugin inserts wiki syntax
too.

My opinion:

https://dev.tiki.org/item5732-Option-Content-is-parsed-like-wiki-page-leads-to-unwanted-problems
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All features that use wiki syntax have to check, if this option is set. If it is not checked, than they
have to insert html. I mean, if the file gallery inserts a simple img html tag, it would simply work,
the same for codemirror.

Solution
Seems to work for me using one of the following:

No parse tags1.
[array]

PluginCode1.

Importance
9

Easy to solve?
4

Priority
36

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
This bug has been demonstrated on show.tikiwiki.org

Ticket ID
5732

Created
Wednesday 14 October, 2015 09:08:15 GMT-0000
by GriessbreiLP

LastModif
Friday 05 January, 2018 20:59:43 GMT-0000

Comments

lindon 02 Nov 15 04:28 GMT-0000

What about one of the following:

Using PluginCode1.



[array]



[array]

https://dev.tiki.org/user10302
https://dev.tiki.org/user10302
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Using the no parse tags2.
[array]

GriessbreiLP 04 Nov 15 13:34 GMT-0000

If you use two open square brackets and one closed, you get the same outcome. BUT, now comes the
fun part, if you edit the page again, tiki wiki will parse the two brackets to one so that the view in the
wysiwyg editor is correct. If you save now and display the page again you will see, that tiki wiki saved
just one pair of brackets and now shows a link.

So with every save, edit, save, edit, the outcame CAN be somethign else, which is definatly a bug.

And the other case I wrote, if you deactive "Content is parsed like wiki page", the filegallery and some
other features don't work anymore but are still available, and this, in my opinion, is a bug too.

If tiki wiki doesn't support the combination "content is parsed like wiki page" - deactivated and file
gallery than there MUST be a hint. Or the button of the filegallery must be hidden, or, what would be
in my wish, the filegarry has to support html.

As you can see in the example tiki wiki i created, that is not the case.

lindon 05 Nov 15 03:09 GMT-0000

Hi,

I don't seem to be able to login to the show instance you created so I'm not sure what features you
re using where you see this and when it creates a problem.

In modules, for instance, there is a choice as to whether to wiki parse or not. If you click the button
to add an image, it will add wiki markup regardless. Perhaps this an example of what you're
referring to. All of the shortcut edit buttons add wiki markup since the idea is that people may not
be familiar with wiki markup but would presumably know how to add HTML. But I can see where it
would be handy for the image shortcut in particular to add HTML when not wiki parsing.

But back to the problem I originally tried to answer, if you are able to get [array] to not show up as
a link using the no parse tags, could you then turn back on the wiki parsing and avoid the issues
you are having? I'm not familiar with the double bracket trick, but the no parse tags should be a
safer way to go.

Regards,
lindon

Philippe Cloutier 05 Jan 18 21:06 GMT-0000

wysiwyg_wiki_parsed was changed a lot between r65026 and r65085: https://tiki.org/forumthread67421

https://dev.tiki.org/user11778
https://dev.tiki.org/user11778
https://dev.tiki.org/user10302
https://dev.tiki.org/user10302
https://dev.tiki.org/user232
https://dev.tiki.org/user232
https://tiki.org/forumthread67421
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I would expect this problem will not apply to Tiki 19+.

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item5732-Option-Content-is-parsed-like-wiki-page-leads-to-unwanted-problems
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